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Howard Leslie Brennan Saw in 6th floor window 10 mins before ist shot, without gun 
then saw|him firing last shot and "step back" from window. Brennan is most important WC 
witness. |To eee would be necessayy to find fim of him not lookijg up during shooting. 
He wore construct helmet low over eyes. 
James Worrell After\first shot looked up above his head and saw gun sticking out of window 
Then looked down and saw Kennedy slump. Then looked up again. Heard 4 shots, then ran to 
back of ESBD, where saw man running out. Testimony merits little credence. aged 20 
Amos Lee Evins After 1st shot looked up and saw man with "bald spot" shooting from 6th 
floor window. Although he says he saw the shot fired, he ran down to point west of the TSBI 
like everyone else. He says "There wasn't hardly no-onez on that corner but me." False (see 

CE 479 17H198) Aged 16. 
Arnold Louis Roland aged 18. About 15 mins before lst shot saw man SW 6th floor window witt 

gun held in "parade rest" position. Simultaneously saw man in SE 6th floor window. Pointed 

out man with gun to his wife but she saw no-one. Rowland testifies that the shots sounded 

as thoughtk they came from the grassy knoll, and he immediately went there after the shots. 

Mrs Carolyn Walther As the limousine turned onto Housto from Main she says she saw 2 men 

in the 4th or 5th floor SE window. One was pointing gunout of window. Her testimony is 

open to refutation or corroboration by the Hughes film. 

Robert Jackson Saw rifle being withdrawn after the 3rd shot. Did not see a man holding 

the gun. Exclaimed "There is the gun." Says Negroes in 5th floor window were straiming up 

above them. Not borne ‘out by the Dillard picture. 

Malcolm Couch Sitting next to Jackson, heard hime exclaim, and saw the gun being with- 

drawn. 

Tom Dillard Heard Jackson and took picture of TSBD but saw no-one. The picture, it is 

estimated, was taken about 6 seconds after the last shot. 

James Robert Underwood Also in car with above three but did not see gun. 

T.&.Moore Looked up at the TSBD a t the sound of the first shot, however he saw nothing. 

James N. Crawford Looked up after the 3rd shot and saw a ‘movement! of something being 

withdrawn, something light colored, on the 6th floor of the TSBD. 

Mary Ann Mitchell Was with Crawford and looked up at the TSBD after the 3rd shot but 

saw nothing. 

Robert Edwards) Saw man in 6th floor window as car rounded Main & Houston. Thought shots 

Ronald Fischer} came from west of TSBD. Hughes film wili decide. 

Mrs. William Parker Looked up after first shot but saw nothing. 

Lillian Mooneyham from 3rd floor records bldg saw man behind boxes on 6th floor TSBD, Ls + 

5 minutes after last shot. Therefore could not be Oswald. 

Mrs Toney Henderson Impossible to establish her position as given in CE 2089. In any even 

her statement is valueless as no indication is given of how long before the ist sho¥ she 

looked up at the TSBD and saw 2 men on an upper floor. 


